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WELCOME



Founders Brian Davenport, Luke Sanders and David 
Eaton came together in 2005 to create Solar Centre. 
They had a shared passion to design & create eco-
conscious solar lighting of superior quality.

Solar Centre continually thrives with unprecedented 
growth and positioning themselves as influential 
leaders within their market.
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SELL WITH CONFIDENCE
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Diversify your solar lighting range with ease with 
our wide ranging, inclusive designs with something 
suitable for every budget.

Each of our products have been thoroughly tested so 
you can sell to your customers with confidence.

One-stop-shop for all garden lighting needs
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INNOVATIVE DESIGN
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Solar lighting that works

Guided by the ethos that good design demands 
lighting that stands the test of time, we are committed 
to remain pioneers of the solar lighting industry at the 
forefront of innovation and techonology. 

With recent events providing opportunity for 
customers to spend more and more time outside, 
we have been working hard behind the scenes to 
develop our range even further. Our in-house design 
team strive to curate a collection that represents 
reliability, simplicity and well-considered design to 
deliver a product that your customers can trust.
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AWARD-WINNING
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- GIMA 2021 - GCA Supplier of the year - Finalist
- GIMA 2021 - Garden Lighting - Winner - Kingsbridge Wall Light

- GIMA 2021 - Garden Lighting - Finalist - Salcombe Wall Light

- GIMA 2018 Finalists - TrueFlame Torch Light

- GIMA 2017 Finalist - Lumify Festoon Lights

- Which? Editors Choice 2021 - Lumify Solar Vintage Festoons

- Which? Best Buy 2022 - Lumify Solar Vintage Festoons 

- DIY Gold Week Award for Security Lights
- Garden Angels
- Totally DIY
- Best Garden Decoration Product at Glee 2017 - Winner - Trueflame

- Best Garden Decoration Product at Glee 2018 - Finalist
- T3 - Best Solar Garden Lights 2022 - Atlas Solar Spotlights

Member of:

Our products speak for themselves, having won a 
number of trade industry awards:
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KEY FEATURES
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powersaving mode

with our innovative three-way switch, 
choose to reduce brightness and 
extend the run time by conserving 
power during darker winter nights

USB chargeable

many of our lights use dual-power 
technology to provide a trustworthy 
boost via a USB charging port

remote control 

we use state-of-the-art LED 
bulbs, which are brighter 
and more energy efficient

unrivalled lumens

smart technology

using the latest advances in 
smart technology, we have 
lighting you can control 
from your phone

polycrystalline panel

these panels can have a life 
expectancy up to 40+ years; 
they are highly efficient, 
compact and powerful

choose from a range of 
colours, lighting modes and  
brightness levels with ease
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WALL LIGHTS
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GRANTHAM

110mm

15
0m

m

up & down solar wall light

  
Product ID: 
GSUDWL Outer 
Qty: 12
RRP: £29.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

no mains 
required

60
lumens

- bestselling wall light of 2022 with wide 

spread media coverage

- stunning warm white up & down lighting

- built to last, made from solid aluminium

- easily replaceable Li-ion battery

- straightforward installation

BEST-SELLER
0.76w 
panelOVERVIEW
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GRANTHAM - PIR
up & down solar motion light

            RRP: £29.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

60
lumens

Product ID: 21GUDSML
Outer Qty: 12

- bestselling wall light now available 

with integrated motion sensor

- can run with up to 500 activations 

each night

- new era of wall lighting design

- powersaving technology 

- designed to suit a wide range of 

customers 

OVERVIEW

GLOUCESTER
up & down solar wall light

            RRP: £24.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

50
lumens

Product ID: GSUDSWL
Outer Qty: 30

- stylish and easy lighting choice for 

your customers

- perfect for multi-buy opportunities

- stylish lighting with minimum fuss

- excellent waterproofing design

- optional powersaving mode

- straightforward installation with 

zero cables required

OVERVIEW

motion 
sensor

no mains
required

NEW
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AVON
up & down solar wall light

            RRP: £24.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

50
lumens

Product ID: ASUDWL
Outer Qty: 30

- stunning warm white up & down 

lighting

- built to last, made from solid 

aluminium

- easily replaceable Li-ion battery

- straightforward installation

- up to 8 hours run time 

OVERVIEW

DORCHESTER
solar wall light

            RRP: £44.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

60
lumens

Product ID: SC2123DSWL
Outer Qty: 8

- contemporary lantern design

- luxury vintage filament bulb effect

- made from hard wearing 

aluminum in black

- optional powersaving mode

- integrated solar panel

- perfect for to illuminate any 

entranceway

OVERVIEW

no mains
required

no mains
required

BEST-SELLER
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CHESTER - ANTHRACITE EDITION
up & down solar wall light

            RRP: £29.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

120
lumens

Product ID: CSUDWLAE
Outer Qty: 4

- high quality stainless steel finish

- contemporary design

- soft warm white up & down 

lighting

- remote solar panel with 1m cable

- automated on/off lighting

- powersaving mode for extended 

performance 

1.4w 
panel

OVERVIEW

CHESTER
up & down solar wall light

            RRP: £29.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

100
lumens

Product ID: SS9960
Outer Qty: 6

- high quality stainless steel finish

- chic cylindrical lights emit steady 

stream of warm white lighting

- remote solar panel with 1m cable

- excellent waterproofing design

- installs in minutes

- also available in anthracite grey

1.4w 
panel

OVERVIEW

5 060188 642527 >

5 060188 642077 > |  19



CHELSEA

            RRP: £39.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

100
lumens

Product ID: CSWL
Outer Qty: 18

- eyecatching up & down lighting in 

a compact, elegant design

- great multi-buy purchase

- award-winning product

- integrated solar panel for easy 

installation

- no mains power required

- automated on/off lighting 

1.3w 
panel

CHELMSFORD
solar down light

            RRP: £39.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

60
lumens

Product ID: SC2123DSWL
Outer Qty: 12

- solid aluminum lamp construction

- versatile lighting solution for 

customers

- hassle free installation

- warm white light output

- ultra modern down lighting

- optional powersaving mode

- integrated solar panel

NEW
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CHELSEA
up & down solar wall light

            RRP: £39.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

100
lumens

Product ID: CSWL
Outer Qty: 18

- eyecatching up & down lighting in 

a compact, elegant design

- great multi-buy purchase

- award-winning product

- integrated solar panel for easy 

installation

- no mains power required

- automated on/off lighting 

1.3w 
panel

OVERVIEW

CHELMSFORD
solar down light

            RRP: £39.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

60
lumens

Product ID: SC2123DSWL
Outer Qty: 12

- solid aluminum lamp construction

- versatile lighting solution for 

customers

- hassle free installation

- warm white light output

- ultra modern down lighting

- optional powersaving mode

- integrated solar panel

OVERVIEW

no mains
required

NEW



SALCOMBE
25

0m
m

solar wall light

            RRP:  £39.99
  Outer Qty: 12

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

50
lumens

Product ID: SSWL

 - sleek and contemporary design 

- features warm white vintage-effect edison bulb

- GIMA 2021 Garden Lighting - Finalist 
- glass-effect tubular shade 

 - integrated solar panel

- power-saving mode for longer run time

OVERVIEW

AWARD WINNING

solar 
powered
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SALCOMBE

110mm

25
0m

m

solar wall light

Product ID: SSWL       
Outer Qty: 12 
RRP: £39.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

no mains 
required

50
lumens

 - sleek and contemporary design 

- features warm white vintage-effect Edison bulb

- GIMA 2021 Garden Lighting - Finalist 
- glass-effect tubular shade 

 - integrated solar panel

- power-saving mode for longer run time

OVERVIEW

AWARD WINNING

solar 
powered



            RRP: £29.99

powersaving 
mode

Product ID: WSWL
Outer Qty: 8

WINCHESTER
solar wall light

            RRP: £44.99

works in
winter

Product ID: SC2130
Outer Qty: 8

- low maintenance beautiful lighting

- appeals to a wide range of 

customers

- decorative ribbed effect surround

- smart integrated powersaving 

technology

- other styles also available in the 

winchester range

OVERVIEW

no mains
required

solar 
powered

2.5w 
panel

NEW
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WARWICK
solar wall light

            RRP: £29.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

300
lumens

Product ID: WSWL
Outer Qty: 8

- welcoming natural day light

- high quality 300 lumen lighting for 

superb brightness

- compact, modern design

- integrated solar panel for easy 

installation

- works all year round, even through 

winter

OVERVIEW

no mains
required

solar 
powered



BLULITE - BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

            RRP: £34.99Product ID: BLSMSL
Outer Qty: 8

OVERVIEW

CANTERBURY XT
solar wall light

            RRP: £24.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

12
lumens

Product ID: SS9894
Outer Qty: 6

- high quality 301 grade stainless 

steel finish for long-lasting lighting

- up to 10 hours of illumination

- next generation SMD bulb 

technology for maximum brightness

- installs in minutes

- no mains power required

OVERVIEW

5 060188 641582 >

no mains
required
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BLULITE - BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
solar motion wall light

            RRP: £34.99

bluetooth
speaker 

200
lumens

Product ID: BLSMSL
Outer Qty: 8

- bluetooth speaker compatible 

with any bluetooth enable device

- perfect for customers looking to 

entertain with style

- natural white light output

- integrated motion sensor

- automated on/off lighting

- installs in minutes

2.5w 
panel

OVERVIEW

motion 
sensor



works in
winter

Product ID: EDSWL
Outer Qty: 12

HALO
solar wall light

 RRP: £69.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

150
lumens

Product ID: HASWL
Outer Qty: 8

OVERVIEW

no mains
required
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ECO DISC
solar wall light

            RRP: £19.99

works in
winter

80
lumens

Product ID: EDSWL
Outer Qty: 12

- modern halo effect lighting

- 360 degree lighting in warm white

- up to 6 hours runtime

- minimum DIY skills needed for 

your customers

- automated on/off lighting

- long-life batteries pre-installed

- size: 16cm diameter

OVERVIEW

5 060188 642381 >

no mains
required

solar 
powered

- contemporary and eye-catching 

design

- made from toughened aluminium 

to stand the test of time

- optional powersaving mode for 

increase performance during winter

- remote control included



KINGSBRIDGE

            RRP: £49.00
 Outer Qty: 9

powersaving 
mode

70
lumens

Product ID: KSWL
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KINGSBRIDGE

116.5mm

27
0m

m

solar wall light

Product ID: KSWL  
Outer Qty: 9
RRP: £49.00

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

no mains 
required

70
lumens

- classic lantern design with modern twist

- features warm white down lighting

- GIMA 2021 Garden Lighting - Winner
- highly efficient with zero running costs 

 - integrated solar panel

- powersaving mode for longer run time

- built in motion sensor that detects up to 10m

- automated on/off lighting at dawn/dusk

- perfect to revive any outdoor entrance or 

garden patio with a warm, white glow

AWARD-WINNING
1w 

panel
OVERVIEW



KODIAK MINI
solar wall light

            RRP: £19.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

16
lumens

Product ID: SS9935
Outer Qty: 12

- durable stainless steel 

construction

- suitable multi-buy opportunities

- natural white output

- edge technology; doubling the 

solar panel power

- other lights also available in the 

Kodiak range (pg. 84-85)

OVERVIEW

KODIAK
solar wall light

            RRP: £24.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

16
lumens

Product ID: SS9901
Outer Qty: 6

- made from high quality stainless 

steel

- features powersaving technology

- up to 10 hours run time

- edge technology; doubling the 

solar panel power

- also available as a post light (pg. 

84-85)

OVERVIEW

5 060188 641780 >

5 060188 641735 >

no mains
required

no mains
required
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SHERPA
solar step lights - set of 4

            RRP: £19.99

works in
winter

48
lumens

Product ID: SS6002
Outer Qty: 24

- sold as a set of 4 lights

- completely cable free providing 

flexibility for customers 

- fully automated for low 

maintenance lighting

- everything the customer needs is 

included in the box

- contact your rep for special offers

0.76w 
panel

OVERVIEW

WINDSOR
solar wall light

            RRP: £29.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

20
lumens

Product ID: SS9890
Outer Qty: 8

- stainless steel and glass 

construction for long term outdoor 

use

- elegant warm white lighting to 

enhance any setting

- optional powersaving mode for 

extended performance during 

winter

OVERVIEW

5 060188 641711 >

5 060188 642350 >

solar 
powered

no mains
required
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TRURO
solar wall light

Product ID: SS9891 
Outer Qty: 10 
RRP: £19.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

no mains 
required

40
lumens

- contemporary design in stainless steel

- features warm white down lighting

- highly efficient with zero running costs 

- integrated solar panel carefully designed to absorb 

maximum amount of daylight

- powersaving mode for longer run time

- also available in anthracite and with a motion sensor 

(pg. 54)

- bestselling product for a number of years

0.5w 
panelOVERVIEW

BEST-SELLER

5 060188 641728 >

12
7m

m
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TRURO - ANTHRACITE EDITION
solar wall light

            RRP: £24.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

40
lumens

Product ID: TSWLAE
Outer Qty: 18

- contemporary and stylish wall light 

solution

- completely cable free providing 

flexibility for customers 

- features warm white down lighting

- also available in stainless steel and 

with a motion sensor

- contact your rep for special offers

0.5w 
panel

OVERVIEW

BELGRAVIA
up & down solar wall light

            RRP: £39.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

60
lumens

Product ID: SC2145
Outer Qty: 16

- elevate any outdoor space with 

this modern wall light

- elegant warm white lighting

- suitable for use all year round

- automated on/off lighting 

- integrated solar panel in a 

simplistic design

OVERVIEW

5 060188 642510 >

no mains
required

NEW

BEST-SELLER
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ANTHRALIGHT
solar wall light

            RRP: £49.98

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

220
lumens

Product ID: ANTSWL
Outer Qty: 8

- designed by esteemed Italian 

lighting designer, Franco Pagliarini

- latest warm white Philips LEDs

- advanced motion sensor to 200 

lumen brightness when activated

- emits constant 50 lumen ligh

- available in stainless steel and with 

a motion sensor

OVERVIEW

no mains
required

no mains
required

SATURN
mini solar wall lights - set of 4

            RRP: £19.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

Product ID: SC2128
Outer Qty: 27

- these sleek and compact wall 

marker lights in black are designed 

to be perfectly inconspicuous yet 

provide the perfect amount of 

illumination to light the way

- ideal to be fixed onto walls, 

fences, and entranceways

- available in a set of 4

OVERVIEW

solar 
powered

NEW

NEW
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SHREWSBURY
solar wall light

            RRP: £29.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

300
lumens

Product ID: SHSWL
Outer Qty: 8

- unique round light fitting with 

halo-shaped glow

- motion sensor that can reach up 

to 8m

- contemporary anthracite grey 

colour light fitting

- natural white lighting output

- automated on/off lighting

0.76w 
panel

OVERVIEW

ZENITH
solar wall light

            RRP: £39.98

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

60
lumens

Product ID: ZSWL
Outer Qty: 12

- stylish grey down-lighter in 

anthracite grey

- the Nanocell technology offers 

20% more panel power per sq cm of 

solar cell coverage

- mirror-shine black Nanocell panel 

is less prominent than standard blue 

solar cells

0.76w 
panel

OVERVIEW
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CHISWICK
solar wall light

            RRP: £39.99
 Outer Qty: 12

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

no mains 
required

60
lumens

Product ID: SC2203

 - this superior wall light emits stunning up & down 

lighting

- complete with a durable stainless steel finish, this 

light is intended to look stylish both day & night

- featuring an integrated solar panel for automated 

on/off lighting and powersaving mode for extended 

performance during winter

0.76w 
panel

OVERVIEW

NEW

110mm

15
0m

m
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Product ID: SC2203

MAYFAIR
solar wall light

            RRP: £29.99
 Outer Qty: 12

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

no mains 
required

60
lumens

Product ID: SC2143

 - stylish up & down lighting featuring a contemporary 

frosted diffuser

- with zero wires and straightforward installation, you 

can have beautiful outdoor lighting in minutes

- integrated solar panel for automated on/off lighting 

at dusk and dawn

- finished in anthracite grey

0.6w 
panel

OVERVIEW

NEW

110mm

15
0m

m
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SPOTLIGHTS
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ALBANY
premium solar spotlight

            RRP: £49.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

120
lumens

Product ID: SS9885
Outer Qty: 6

- made with premium grade 

materials for an attractive finish and 

superb performance

- built-in light sensors make this 

fixture fully automatic

- fitted with a CREE LED bulb for 

long-lasting lighting power and low 

energy consumption

OVERVIEW

APOLLO - SET OF 2
dualwhite solar spotlights

            RRP: £49.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

100
lumens

Product ID: APSSS2
Outer Qty: 8

- ultra bright selectable warm white 

or cool white lighting

- 100 Lumens (50 Lumens per light)

- adjustable solar panel & light 

angle

- powerful 2.5W polycrystalline solar 

panel

- 2.7m of cable between each light

2.5w 
panel

OVERVIEW

5 060188 640547 >

no mains
required
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ATLAS - SET OF 2
solar spotlights

            
Product ID: SS9998 
Outer Qty: 12 
RRP:  £39.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

no mains 
required

100
lumens

- features on/off switch so the customer can turn 

them on and off at their leisure

- set of 2 warm white LED spotlights that are ultra 

bright at 50 lumens per light with adjustable heads 

- 2.5W solar panel is designed to work all year round, 

even in winter with optional power save mode for 

longer lasting results 

- these spotlights are automatic and can work for up 

to 10 hours a night and up to 25 metres coverage

- also available to purchase in a set of 4 (pg. 38)

OVERVIEW
BEST-SELLER

solar 
powered

- contact your rep for special offers
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ATLAS - SET OF 4
solar spotlights

            RRP: £69.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

200
lumens

Product ID: ATLAS4
Outer Qty: 6

- powerful 5.5W solar panel is 

designed to work all year round

- they are automatic and can work 

for up to 10 hours a night and up to 

25 metres coverage

- zero running costs

- also available as a set of 2

- award winning product

5.5w 
panel

OVERVIEW

ANTHRALIGHT
solar spotlight

            RRP: £59.98

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

80
lumens

Product ID: ANTSSPL
Outer Qty: 12

- designed by esteemed Italian 

lighting designer, Franco Pagliarini

- fitted with the latest Phillips warm 

white LEDs

- premium grade build and finish

- great for multi-buy opportunities

- elegant design with high end 

performance

OVERVIEW

NEW
5 060188 642473 >

no mains
required
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ATMOS
solar motion spotlight

            RRP: £24.99

works in
winter

80
lumens

Product ID: SC2127
Outer Qty: 16

- contemporary spotlight design

- motion sensor activated up to 9m

- up to 500 activations per night 

from a full charge

- easy DIY installation with no wiring 

required for customers

- integrated solar panel

OVERVIEW

NEW

SALISBURY
solar spotlight

            RRP: £59.99

powersaving 
mode

120
lumens

Product ID: SLSBYSSL
Outer Qty: 8

- a new era of solar spotlights with 

an integrated solar panel and a 

motion radar sensor technology

- stylish and durable design 

- optional powersaving mode for 

extended performance

- warm white light output (3000K)

OVERVIEW

NEW

no mains
required

no mains
required

works in
winter

motion 
sensor
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CHIRON RGB
solar wall light

            RRP: £29.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

Product ID: CRGB
Outer Qty: 12

- stylish, functional and versatile

- seven selectable colour options

- dimmable for longer run time

- adjustable light head angle

- ground and wall mountable for 

flexibility

- includes spike for soft ground

- adjustable panel angle

0.76w 
panel

OVERVIEW

CHIRON WHITE/WARM WHITE
solar spotlight

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

- stylish round adjustable light head 

design

- choose from warm white or white 

lighting 

- designed for outdoor use with an 

integrated solar panel

- super simple installation

OVERVIEW

Product ID: CWWW
Outer Qty: 12

            RRP: £29.99

no mains
required

solar 
powered

solar 
powered

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required
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GLOBE
solar wall light - set of 2

            RRP: £39.99

powersaving 
mode

120
lumens

Product ID: SS9957
Outer Qty: 6

- ultrabright spotlights in stylish 

design

- adjustable solar panel and light 

fitting

- run for up to 10 hours each night

- 60 lumen brightness per light  

when activated

- natural white light output (5.500k)

OVERVIEW

THEA
solar garden spotlight

            RRP: £34.99

powersaving 
mode

80
lumens

Product ID: SS7502
Outer Qty: 6

- wall, decking and spike fixings 

included

- 4 x super bright white LED’s

- adjustable solar panel angle

- simple to install, no assembly 

required

- won ‘Best Buy’ in Amateur 
Gardening Magazine

OVERVIEW

AWARD-WINNING

works in
winter

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

works in
winter

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required
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SECURITY LIGHTS
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ASTRON
solar motion light

            RRP: £39.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

750
lumens

Product ID: ASML
Outer Qty: 8

- innovative light bar can be rotated 

180 degrees vertically

- made from toughened aluminium 

and fininshed in anthracite grey

- powerful warm white beam for up 

to 30 seconds each time motion is 

activated 

- up to 5m detection zone

1.9w 
panel

OVERVIEW

CHILTERN
solar welcome light

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

50
lumens

- highly compact motion activated 

down-lighter produces a beautiful 

warm white light each time motion 

is activated after dark

- wireless, solar-powered and 

automatic lighting

- super straight forward installation 

for customers ease

OVERVIEW

Product ID: SS9959
Outer Qty: 20

            RRP: £14.99

5 060188 641957 >

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required
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ECO WEDGE ELITE - REMOTE CONTROL
solar security light

            RRP: £49.98

powersaving 
mode

1000
lumens

Product ID: SS9991
Outer Qty: 20

- offers unprecedented power and 

versatility

- self-contained solar powered unit

- powerful 1000 lumen output with a 

up to 10m detection motion sensor

- comes with handy remote control 

and 5 lighting modes

OVERVIEW

ECO WEDGE PLUS - REMOTE CONTROL
solar security light

            RRP: £39.99

powersaving 
mode

750
lumens

Product ID: EWPLUS
Outer Qty: 20

- superbright 750 Lumen light 

output

- detects motion up to 8m away

- includes remote control to 

manage different 6 lighting modes

- simple to install, no assembly 

required

- warm white

OVERVIEW

5 060188 642244 >

5 060188 642145 >

works in
winter

works in
winter

motion 
sensor

motion 
sensor
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ECO WEDGE XT
solar security light

Product ID: SS9849 
Outer Qty: 20
RRP: £19.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

no mains 
required

160
lumens

 - 20 natural white SMD bulbs illuminate as soon as 

motion is detected and turn off automatically 

- among the easiest solar lights to set-up because the 

unit is completely self-contained and there is no sepa-

rate solar panel

- optional powersaving mode reduces brightness but 

doubles runtime

- designed specifically to work well in the winter 

months

- detects motion up to 3 metres away

OVERVIEW

5 060188 643005 >

BESTSELLER

motion 
sensor

- contact your rep for special offers
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ECO WEDGE PRO
solar security light

            RRP: £29.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

500
lumens

Product ID: SS9936
Outer Qty: 8

- wireless solar motion light is fully 

automatic and will illuminate for 

15 seconds each time it detects 

motion 

- powerful 500 lumen output

- compact and smart design

- detects motion up to 5m away

2.5w 
panel

OVERVIEW

ECO WEDGE TWIN
solar motion light

            RRP: £34.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

350
lumens

Product ID: EWTSML
Outer Qty: 20

- the twin’s battery is charged by 

day giving it the power it needs to 

work after dark

- only two screws to be fixed in 

place it’s quick and easy to install, 

no DIY skills required

- automated on/off lighting 

- integrated solar panel 

OVERVIEW

5 060188 641803 >

motion 
sensor
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EVO SMD ELITE 
solar security light

            RRP: £89.99

works in
winter

1400
lumens

Product ID: SS9940
Outer Qty: 2

- superbright 1400 Lumen light 

output - our brightest ever light 

- powerful 12v panel to capture light 

by day with a 5m cable

- warm white beam output

- activation time can be set from 

between 15 seconds and 3 minutes

12v 
panel

OVERVIEW

EVO SMD PRO
solar security light

works in
winter

700
lumens

- offers mains equivalent brightness 

from a highly compact unit

- high performance rubber 

compression seal and numerous 

waterproof O-rings on the light 

body and motion sensor which 

guarantee superior waterproofing

- 5m cable

5w 
panel

OVERVIEW

Product ID: SS9889
Outer Qty: 4

            RRP: £69.98

5 060188 641575 >

5 060188 641841 >

motion 
sensor

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required
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EVO SMD FLOODLIGHT - REMOTE CON-
solar security light

            RRP: £44.99

350
lumens

Product ID: SS9930
Outer Qty: 2

- state-of-the-art solar floodlight can 

be mounted virtually anywhere

- designed to work in UK winter 

- the supplied RF remote control 

has a 50m range and can work 

through walls and windows without 

line of sight

- improves home security

OVERVIEW

EVO SMD
solar security light

            RRP: £44.99

350
lumens

Product ID: SS9855
Outer Qty: 4

- compact home security lighting 

solution

- can deliver 500 activations lasting 

30 seconds each from a full charge

- activation time can be set from 

between 15 seconds and 3 minutes

- 12m motion sensor range

OVERVIEW

5 060188 641681 >

5 060188 641513 >

works in
winter

motion 
sensor

motion 
sensor

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

remote
control
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10w 
panel



GUARD TWIN
solar security light

            RRP: £39.99

works in
winter

800
lumens

Product ID: GTSSL
Outer Qty: 9

- the utlimate  smart and efficient 

solution to security lighting

- contemporary curved dual-head 

design that rotates 180 degrees in 

both directions

- state-of-the-art motion detector

- highly efficient with zero running 

costs

OVERVIEW

GUARDIAN
solar security light

works in
winter

350
lumens

- sleek security light produces a 

bright warm white light similar to 

the colour temperature used by 

traditional mains powered halogen 

security lights

- preset for optimal performance 

which eliminates the need for 

adjustment dials on the sensor

OVERVIEW

Product ID: SS9992
Outer Qty: 8

            RRP: £39.99

5 060188 642114 >

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

motion 
sensor

motion 
sensor

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required
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GUIDE 
solar motion light

            RRP: £19.99

200
lumens

Product ID: SS9934
Outer Qty: 36

- third generation solar security light 

taking brightness, ease of use and 

waterproofing to the next level

- superb IP65 waterproofing - will 

handle the worst the UK winter can 

throw at it

- super easy installation, only 2 

holes required

OVERVIEW

ORION
solar adjustable motion light

            RRP: £39.99

160
lumens

Product ID: OASMDL
Outer Qty: 20

- adjustable solar powered motion 

light

- ultra-modern white finish

- two adjustable sections at 180 

degree angles

- state-of-the-art motion sensor 

reaches up to 5 metres

OVERVIEW

5 060188 641797 >

works in
winter

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

motion 
sensor

works in
winter

motion 
sensor

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

NEW
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SCOUT PRO
solar floodlight

            RRP: £79.99

works in
winter

600
lumens

Product ID: SPSFL
Outer Qty: 1

- modern yet durable design with 

an impressive motion sensor and 

intelligent remote with seven 

different settings 

- vertically adjustable light fitting- 

- integrated motion sensor that 

detects up to 8m and 120 degree 

range

16w 
panel

OVERVIEW

SHIELD TWIN
solar PIR Light

works in
winter

550
lumens

- robust aluminium framed solar 

panel with glass front for superior 

longevity

- solid ABS plastic construction

- illuminate two areas with a single 

solar powered fitting

- can be installed quickly and easily

2.5w 
panel

OVERVIEW

Product ID: SS9941
Outer Qty: 12

            RRP: £39.99

5 060188 641865 >

motion 
sensor

motion 
sensor
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SLATE
solar motion light

            RRP: £29.99

450
lumens

Product ID: SS9967
Outer Qty: 24

- highly compact motion light 

is wireless, fully automatic and 

completely solar powered

- minimalist design and clean 

white finish lends itself perfectly to 

contemporary settings

- natural white light

- detects motion up to 5m away

OVERVIEW

5 060188 642121 >

works in
winter

2.4w 
panel

motion 
sensor

COMET
solar motion detector light

            RRP: £19.99

160
lumens

Product ID: CSMDL
Outer Qty: 20

- small but mighty, this compact 

solar powered security light is 

perfect to add extra lighting in even 

the smallest of spaces 

- integrated motion sensor 

technology with up to 5m range

- group together or perfect on it’s 

own

OVERVIEW

NEW

works in
winter

motion 
sensor

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required
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TRURO
solar motion light

Product ID: SS9931  
Outer Qty: 10  
RRP: £19.98

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

80
lumens

- solar powered down lighter

- up to 500 activations from a full charge

- made from high quality stainless steel

- illuminates only when it detects motion making it 

50% brighter

- wireless, weatherproof and fully automatic

- perfect to illuminate any outdoor entranceway

OVERVIEW

5 060188 641773 >

motion 
sensor

12
7m

m

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required
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V-LIGHT ELITE
solar security light

            RRP: £49.99

800
lumens

Product ID: VLESSL
Outer Qty: 8

- powerful and stylish solar powered 

security light

- features 60 powerful SMDs, a 

smaller more efficient LED 

- contemporary V-shape design in 

solid white

- unique and stylish decorative 

backlight

OVERVIEW

works in
winter

motion 
sensor

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

TRURO - ANTHRACITE
solar motion light

            RRP: £24.99

80
lumens

Product ID: SC2151
Outer Qty: 12

- contemporary design to transform 

your outdoor space

- motion detected up to 6m

- up to 500 activations from a full 

charge

- 110 degree detection field

- perfect for any wall, fence or 

entranceway

OVERVIEW

works in
winter

motion 
sensor

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required
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NEW



V-LIGHT PRO
solar security light

Product ID: VLPSSL
RRP: £39.99 
Outer Qty: 12       

- all-rounder, delivering on both style and function

- effortlessly sleek solar powered security light

- perfect to illuminate any entrances or garages

- complete with a motion sensor detecting up to 6m 

- add a touch of luxury with a decorative backlight

OVERVIEW

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

500
lumens

motion 
sensor

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required
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V-LIGHT
solar security light

            RRP: £19.99

220
lumens

Product ID: VLSSL
Outer Qty: 24

- ultra-modern solar powered 

security light

- streamlined V-shape design in 

solid white

- compact design with powerful 

natural white light

- can be used on it’s own or 

grouped together

OVERVIEW

ANTHRALIGHT
solar security light

            RRP: £49.98

200
lumens

Product ID: ANTSSL
Outer Qty: 12

- ultra-modern solid white security 

light delivers on both style and 

function

- designed by esteemed italian 

designer, Franco Pagliarini

- complete with a motion sensor 

detecting up to 6m

- no mains powered required and 

zero running costs

OVERVIEW

works in
winter

motion 
sensor

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

works in
winter

motion 
sensor

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

NEW
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QUASAR
solar security light

works in
winter

no mains 
required

300
lumens

Product ID: SC2133
Outer Qty: 20
RRP: £24.99

 - compact solar security light

- detection up to 8m at an 18 degree angle

- security light is made sure to stand out with its bright 

yellow inner casing when it’s not lit for derrent effect

- provides up to 15 seconds of illumination at each 

trigger

- perfect for an exterior wall fence of entranceway

- automated on/off during the night, all year round

0.55w 
panel

OVERVIEW

motion 
sensor

NEW
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PULSAR
solar security 

            RRP: £24.99

250
lumens

Product ID: SC2134
Outer Qty: 20

- innovative solar security light, 

featuring 90 individual LEDs and the 

latest in motion sensor technology 

that can reach up to 8m

- perfect burglar deterrent

- simple installation

- automated on/off lighting

OVERVIEW

NEW

works in
winter

motion 
sensor

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required
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DARTMOUTH
solar decking light

            RRP: £19.99

works in
winter

30
lumens

Product ID: DSDL
Outer Qty: 40

- this elegant decking light is 

finished to the very highest 

standards and emits a beautiful 

glow after dark

- up to 12 hours operation once 

fully charged

- self contained, can be positioned 

anywhere!

- turn on and off automatically

0.88w 
panel

OVERVIEW

EDINBURGH - WARM WHITE
solar stainless steel deck lights - set of 8

works in
winter

40
lumens

- designed to work using solar 

power alone, but can also be 

charged by USB

- 8 satin steel deck lights with warm 

white LEDs

- can work for up to 12 nights from 

a single USB charge with little help 

from the sun

3w 
panel

OVERVIEW

Product ID: ESDLWW
Outer Qty: 4

            RRP: £49.99

5 060188 642435 >

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

usb
chargeable
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EDINBURGH - WHITE
solar stainless steel deck lights - set of 8

            RRP: £49.99

40
lumens

Product ID: SS9841
Outer Qty: 4

- these waterproof lights are 

powered by a single remote solar 

panel which can be located up to 

2.8m away

- modern design to enhance 

decking

- enhanced USB charging

OVERVIEW

LINCOLN
solar decking light

            RRP: £19.99

30
lumens

Product ID: LSDL
Outer Qty: 40

- this elegant decking light is 

finished to the very highest 

standards and emits a beautiful 

glow after dark

- up to 12 hours operation once 

fully charged

- turns on/off automatically

- no operating costs

OVERVIEW

5 060188 641469 >

5 060188 642558 >

works in
winter

3w 
panel

works in
winter

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

solar 
powered

usb
chargeable
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ONYX
solar brick light

            RRP: £29.99Product ID: OSBL
Outer Qty: 10

- premium quality solar powered 

brick light designed to add light 

quickly and easily to driveways 

without the need for mains wiring

- choose between white or warm 

white light colour

- standard block paving brick size

- optional powersaving mode

OVERVIEW

ONYX - HALF BRICK
solar brick lights - set of 2

- high quality half brick sized solar 

powered lights come as a 2 pack

- incorporate dualwhite technology 

which enables it to illuminate in 

either white or warm white

- optional powersaving mode which 

reduces brightness but doubles 

runtime each night

OVERVIEW

Product ID: OSHBL
Outer Qty: 10

            RRP: £29.99

works in
winter

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

solar 
powered

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

solar 
powered

powersaving 
mode
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PAVERLIGHT
solar brick lights - set of 2

            RRP: £29.99Product ID: SS9787
Outer Qty: 10

- designed to fulfill the growing 

demand for affordable standard 

brick sized solar lights

- non slip surface

- able to withstand 2 tonne weight

- 3 white LED bulbs per light

- 2 solar panels per light

OVERVIEW

5 060188 641476 >

works in
winter

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

solar 
powered

automated 
lighting

SOLAR SQUARE
decking light

            RRP: £19.99Product ID: SS7543
Outer Qty: 12

- stainless steel design

- quick and simple to install

- as bright as mains powered LED 

decking lights

- self sufficient so can be put 

anywhere

- automated on/off lighiting via a 

light sensor

OVERVIEW

works in
winter

0.3w 
panel

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

solar 
powered
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TAPDANCE - RGB
solar decking lights - set of 2

- tap the top of the light with your 

foot to cycle through the modes

- modern design to enhance your 

space

- cycle through red, yellow, blue, 

and green colours

- automated on/off lighitng

- straightforward installation

OVERVIEW

Product ID: TSDLRGB
Outer Qty: 36

            RRP: £24.98

5 060188 642503 >

works in
winter

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

automated 
lighting

SOLAR ROUND
decking light

            RRP: £19.99Product ID: SS7542
Outer Qty: 12

- premium solar powered decking 

light in stainless steel

- ultra-modern design emitting a 

cool white glow with up to 12 hours 

of runtime each night

- perfect finishing touch to any 

outdoor decking

OVERVIEW

works in
winter

0.3w 
panel

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

solar 
powered
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powersaving 
mode



TAPDANCE - WARM WHITE
solar decking lights - set of 2

            RRP: £24.98Product ID: TSDLWW
Outer Qty: 36

- these clever lights change mode 

simply by tapping your foot gently 

on top of the light

- designed specifically to work in UK 

winter

- optional powersaving mode 

included

- simple to install - no mains wiring

OVERVIEW

TAPDANCE - WHITE
solar decking lights - set of 2

            RRP: £24.98Product ID: TSDLW
Outer Qty: 36

- can be screwed into decking or 

staked into lawns, beds or planters 

using the supplied stakes

- turn on automatically at dusk and 

off automatically at dawn

- available in warm white and multi-

coloured

OVERVIEW

5 060188 642497 >

works in
winter

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

automated 
lighting

works in
winter

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

automated 
lighting
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powersaving 
mode

powersaving 
mode



MIRAGE
solar decking lights - set of 4

- set of 4 lights in stainless steel

- perfect to illuminate any outdoor decking area

- integrated solar panel

- simple stake mount installation and zero cables

- advanced LED technology to deliver superb and reliable 

lighting all year round

- a super bright LED bulb

 

OVERVIEW

Product ID: SO4MSDL
Outer Qty: 24 
RRP: £19.99

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

solar 
powered

NEW

works in
winter

2V 
panel
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ADVANCE
dualwhite deck lights - set of 8

            RRP: £49.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

Product ID: SC2110
Outer Qty: 6

- stunning set of 8 DualWhite solar 

powered deck lights

- change from white to warm white 

at the press of a button

- detachable solar panel can also be 

charged via USB

- two reserve battery bays allow you 

to triple charge capacity

OVERVIEW

solar 
powered

NEW

usb
chargeable
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FESTOON LIGHTS
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EDINBURGH 
USB solar festoon lights - set of 10

            RRP: £39.98

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

Product ID: EUSFL
Outer Qty: 4

- vintage effect set of 10 bulbs

- advanced filament style LED 

technology

- three different brightness modes 

and powersaving technology

- additional USB charging port

- fully integrated solar panel and 

automated on/off

OVERVIEW

EDINBURGH
USB solar festoon lights - set of 20

- set of 20 vintage effect bulb lights

- perfect for entertaining or a 

special occasion

- highly efficient with zero running 

costs

- USB charging port option for 

extended peformance

- works all through winter

OVERVIEW

Product ID: EUSFL20
Outer Qty: 4

            RRP: £69.99

5 060188 642534 >

8.95m

string
length

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

13.9m

string
length

usb
chargeable

usb
chargeable
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ELAN
multi-coloured solar festoon lights

            RRP: £19.99Product ID: SS9999
Outer Qty: 12

- 20 festoon lights (5cm diameter) 

on a 10m string

- red, blue, yellow & green lanterns

- uses replaceable AA rechargeable 

batteries

- 2 lighting modes - all the bulbs 

constantly on or all bulbs flashing

- can work for up to 10 hours each 

night

OVERVIEW

ELAN
solar flame lanterns

- set of 8 lanterns with integrated 

solar panel

- features life-like flickering flame 

that can work up to 10 hours a night

- each lantern is spaced 25cm apart

- uses replaceable AA rechargeable 

batteries

OVERVIEW

Product ID: ESFL
Outer Qty: 12

            RRP: £19.99

5 060188 642541 >

works in
winter

10m

string
length

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

solar 
powered

works in
winter

2m

string
length

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

solar 
powered
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LUMIFY 
solar edison bulbs - set of 20

            RRP: £69.99Product ID: LUMED20
Outer Qty: 8

- 5 different styles of Edison bulb 

(tubular, pear-straight, candle, 

straight-tapered and arbitary) on a 

string

- each Edison bulb contains 4 warm 

white micro LEDs

- bulbs are spaced 75cm apart 

along a 14m string

OVERVIEW

LUMIFY
solar candle bulbs - set of 20

- bulbs are spaced 75cm apart

- designed to work using solar 

power alone, but can also be 

charged by USB

- powersaving mode reduces 

brightness but doubles runtime for 

extended performance

OVERVIEW

Product ID: LUMCA
Outer Qty: 8

            RRP: £69.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

14m

string
length

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

14m

string
length

usb
chargeable

usb
chargeable
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LUMIFY
solar festoon lights - set of 20

            RRP: £39.98Product ID: LF20
Outer Qty: 12

- each set has 20 bulbs (4.5cm 

diameter) that each contain a single 

high powered natural white LED

- bulbs are spaced 50cm apart 

along a 10m string with an 

additional 1.9m between the 

control tube and the first bulb

- optional powersaving mode

OVERVIEW

LUMIFY
solar usb flower jar lights - set of 20

- set of 20 flower jars that each 

contain a warm white LED and 2 

dried flowers

- lumify uses our latest high 

efficiency circuit design backed up 

with enhanced USB charging 

- 8 lighting modes including all the 

bulbs constantly on, and flashing 

modes

OVERVIEW

Product ID: LSFJL
Outer Qty: 12

            RRP: £39.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

11.9m

string
length

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

4.6m

string
length

usb
chargeable

usb
chargeable

AWARD WINNING
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LUMIFY 
USB solar flower jar lights - set of 40

            RRP: £69.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

Product ID: LSFJL40
Outer Qty: 12

- set of 20 flowers jar that each 

contain a warm white LED and 2 

dried flowers

- the jars are spaced 25cm apart 

along a 9m string with an additional 

1.9m between the control tube and 

the first jar

- simple to install with no cables

OVERVIEW

9m

string
length

usb
chargeable

LUMIFY
USB solar filament bulbs - set of 20

            RRP: £69.99Product ID: SS9961
Outer Qty: 8

- 20 stunning 14cm tall warm white 

filament bulbs on a 15m string

- completely portable -  solar 

powered and USB chargeable

- ultra-realistic etched acrylic 

reflector creates an authentic 

squirrel cage lightbulb effect

- 8 lighting modes

OVERVIEW

NEW

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

15m

string
length

usb
chargeable



FALMOUTH

8.2m

USB solar festoon lights - set of 25

Product ID: FSFL  
Outer Qty: 10 
RRP:  £49.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

 - uses long-lasting G40 LED bulbs and can easily be 

replaced in the future

- stunning glass golf ball bulbs 

- warm white set of 25 bulbs are spaced 30cm 

apart along an 8m string and are backed up with 

2 brightness modes; normal [best for winter] and 

superbright

OVERVIEW

string 
length

30cm

Total String Length: 8.2m

usb
chargeable

BESTSELLER
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ELAN 
solar festoon lanterns

            RRP: £19.99Product ID: SS9961
Outer Qty: 12

- set of 20 natural white stylish 

festoon lights

- fully integrated solar panel and 

automated on/off for up to 10 hours

- budget friendly string light option

- two lighting modes; on for the 

duration of the night or flashing

- contact your rep for special offers

OVERVIEW

LUMIFY
USB solar vintage bulb lights

- 20 bulbs that each contain 4 

vintage warm white micro LEDs

- won Which? Editors Choice award 
in May 2021 and Which? Best Buy 
award in March 2022
- USB back up charging optional

- 2m of cable between solar panel 

and first LED bulb

OVERVIEW

Product ID: LVB10
Outer Qty: 12

            RRP: £39.99

BEST-SELLER

works in
winter

10m

string
length

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

powersaving 
mode

14.4m

string
length

usb
chargeable

award
winning

BEST-SELLER
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powered



ADVANCE
USB solar festoon lights - set of 10

            RRP: £49.99Product ID: SC2126
Outer Qty: 6

- 10 vintage effect LED bulbs 

backed up by our latest Advance 

solar panel which offers USB 

charging, powersaving and two 

reserve battery bays

- detacheable solar panel can also 

be charged quickly and easily by 

USB

OVERVIEW

EDINBURGH
solar micro festoon lights - set of 10

- latest filament style LED bulbs 

which come complete with rugged 

weather-resistant bulb holders and 

cabling 

- stunning vintage effect 8.95m light 

garland

- 4m of cable between solar panel 

and first LED bulb

OVERVIEW

Product ID: EMLF10
Outer Qty: 4

            RRP: £44.99

NEW

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

4.5m

string
length

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

6.4m

string
length

usb
chargeable

usb
chargeable
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            RRP: £69.99Product ID: SS9961
Outer Qty: 8

MADISON
solar drop bulb lights - set of 10

            RRP: £39.99Product ID: SC2123
Outer Qty: 8

- vintage effect LED glass bulbs

- powerful 3W solar panel

- three brightness settings between 

brightness and runtime

- solar panel comes with 3m of 

cable between the solar panel and 

the first light

OVERVIEW

NEW

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

4m

string
length

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

BEST-SELLER
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MADISON
solar vintage bulb lights - set of 10

            RRP: £39.99Product ID: SC2123
Outer Qty: 8

- stunning set of 10 vintage bulbs 

lights

- each bulb contains 10 micro LEDs

- powerful 3W solar panel

 - three brightness settings

- rechargeable lightium-ion battery 

included

- illuminates automatically at dusk

OVERVIEW

NEW

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

7.5m

string
length

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required
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SOPHIA
solar smart festoons - set of 25

Product ID: SC2141
Outer Qty: 12 
RRP: £59.99

- can be controlled via an app or remote control that is 

included

- choose from a huge range of 16 million colour variants

- variety of lighting modes to choose from

- set to music mode and sync with music

- perfect for entertaining

- change colour and brightness with ease

NEW

OVERVIEW
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technology

5.2m

powersaving 
mode

string 
length

usb
chargeable

bluetooth
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DURHAM XT
solar post light

            RRP: £34.99

works in
winter

12
lumens

Product ID: SS9892
Outer Qty: 6

- standing at 800mm tall (2.6ft) and 

featuring modern distinctive styling, 

the Durham will complement any 

environment

- made from 301 grade stainless 

steel

- next generation SMD bulb 

technology for maximum brightness

OVERVIEW

KODIAK
PIR solar post light 

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

50
lumens

- 63cm tall stainless steel PIR post 

light

- standard mode light emits a 

gentle glow after dark and increases 

to full brightness when motion is 

detected

- perfect for marking steps, paths, 

boundaries and boarders

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £24.99Product ID: SS9950
Outer Qty: 12

5 060188 641674 >

5 060188 641964 >

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

solar 
powered

motion 
sensor
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0.76w 
panel

KODIAK
solar post light - set of 2

            RRP: £39.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

50
lumens

Product ID: SS9900
Outer Qty: 6

- made from high quality stainless 

steel

- fully automatic, wireless and 

completely solar powered

- natural white light output

- edge technology included more 

than doubling solar panel output 

and light runtime

OVERVIEW

5 060188 641742 >

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

EXETER
solar path light

- stylish and contemporary path 

lighting

- perfect for any path, driveway or 

garden

- stands at 80cm tall from the 

ground

- motion radar sensor up to 10m, for 

15 seconds

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £74.99Product ID: EXESPL
Outer Qty: 6

works in
winter

50
lumens

motion 
sensor

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

NEW
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LONDON XT
solar post lights - set of 2

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

12
lumens

- a long term favourite with 

customers

- can be installed in seconds and 

moved around with ease

- perfect for virtually every outdoor 

area, from gardens to decks and 

including driveways, pathways, and 

patios

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £34.99Product ID: SS9896
Outer Qty: 6

5 060188 641667 >

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

MINI LONDON - ANTHRACITE
solar post lights - set of 4

            RRP: £29.99Product ID: SC2202
Outer Qty: 10

- solar-powered post lights pack 

cutting-edge technology and 

sophisticated design

- stylish and affordable

- can keep a garden or patio lit up 

for up to 10 hours each night

- highly versatile product

- also available in stainless steel

OVERVIEW

NEW

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

12
lumens

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

BEST-SELLER
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MINI LONDON
solar post lights - set of 4

            RRP: £29.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

12
lumens

Product ID: SS9881
Outer Qty: 10

- solar-powered lighting post lights 

pack cutting-edge technology and 

sophisticated design

- stylish and affordable

- can keep a garden or patio lit up 

for up to 10 hours each night

- highly versatile product

- contact your rep for special offers

OVERVIEW

BEST-SELLER

5 060188 643012 >

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

LONDON XT
solar post light - anthracite edition

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

12
lumens

- black powder-coated 301 grade 

stainless steel construction for long 

lasting good looks

- fitted with polycrystalline solar 

panel cells and with a high 

efficiency ultra-bright warm white 

SMD bulb

- automatic dusk till dawn 

illumination

OVERVIEW

 RRP: £19.98Product ID: SS9952
Outer Qty: 12

5 060188 641988 >

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

BEST-SELLER
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TRUEFLAME
USB solar crook lantern

            RRP: £19.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

50
lumens

Product ID: SS9968
Outer Qty: 12

- showcasing beautiful true to life 

flickering flame effect

- traditional crook lantern design

- optional power saving mode for 

winter performance

- features USB charging mode for 

extra reassurance

OVERVIEW

TRUEFLAME
USB solar torch light

- includes USB charging, deck 

mountings and dual powersaving 

mode giving up to 4 times the 

runtime

- jaw-dropping lighting effect which 

looks and moves exactly like a real 

flame

- simple quick and safe to install

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £19.99Product ID: SS9965
Outer Qty: 12

BEST-SELLER

BEST-SELLER

5 060188 642169 >

5 060188 642107 >

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

solar 
powered

usb
chargeable

usb
chargeable
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TRUEFLAME
mini solar torch light - set of 2

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

- amazing flickering flame effect

- beautiful finish and optional power 

saving mode

- designed to work all through 

winter with up to 10 hours a night 

runtime

- also available in a larger size (pg. 

88)

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £19.99Product ID: SS9995
Outer Qty: 16

5 060188 642206 >

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

solar 
powered

BEST-SELLER

BRAMPTON
solar bollard light

            RRP: £119.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

50
lumens

Product ID: SC2126BSBL
Outer Qty: 4

- striking and contemporary bollard 

light in black

- illuminate any outdoor space in a 

warm white or white glow

- featuring curved top and 

cylindrical light fitting

- stylish black metal finish

- perfect on it’s own or group 

together

OVERVIEW

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

NEW
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DARTINGTON

62
0m

m

premium solar light

Product ID: DSGL  
Outer Qty: 4 RRP: 
£29.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

no mains 
required

30
lumens

- contemporary lantern post light

- illuminate any outdoor space in a warm white glow

- 62cm high with stake mount installation

- automated on/off lighting at dusk and dawn

- stylish black metal finish

- featuring curved top and cylindrical light fitting

0.3w 
panel

OVERVIEW

NEW
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ANTHRALIGHT
solar garden light

works in
winter

110
lumens

- italian designed architectural 

grade garden light fitting

- latest warm white Philips LEDs

- premium grade build and finish

- constructed from toughened die-

cast aluminium and finished using 

an advanced UV resistant powered-

coat

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £69.99Product ID: ANTSGL
Outer Qty: 4

0.76w 
panel

no mains
required

solar 
powered

NEW

ANTHRALIGHT
solar bollard light

  RRP: £74.99

works in
winter

150
lumens

Product ID: ANTSBL
Outer Qty: 4

- designed by esteemed Italian 

lighting designer, Franco Pagliarini

- equipped with the latest Phillips 

warm white LEDs

- premium grade build and finish

- advanced microwave motion 

sensor

- can be screwed into decking or 

staked into lawns

OVERVIEW

motion 
sensor

no mains
required

NEW
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HARROGATE
solar post lights - set of 2

            RRP: £59.99

works in
winter

50
lumens

Product ID: HSPLS02
Outer Qty: 10

- featuring stunning black colour 

with subtle glimmer

- completely cable - free 

- eco-friendly garden lighting 

solution

- available to purchase in a set of 2

- 53cm tall

OVERVIEW

LUNA
premium solar light

works in
winter

50
lumens

-  modern and stylish take on a 

lantern style light

- features a sleek curved top and 

stunning light fitting in a timeless 

black shade

- standing 74.3cm high from the 

ground, this post light comes with 

an integrated solar panel

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £99.99Product ID: SC21LPSGL
Outer Qty: 1

NEW

NEW

no mains
required

no mains
required

solar 
powered

4w 
panel
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NEWBURY
solar garden lights - set of 2

            RRP: £29.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

50
lumens

Product ID: SO2NSGL
Outer Qty: 8

- add a touch of style to any 

pathway, entranceway or patio area

- stainless steel finish

- zero running costs

- available in a set of 2

- stand at 36cm high above ground

OVERVIEW

NOTTINGHAM
solar path light

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

110
lumens

- featuring a new modern design 

and state-of-the-art automated 

solar lighting that you can rely on

- stands at 40cm high

- integrated PIR motion sensor

- anthracite grey colour

- great for lighting edgings, 

pathways or steps

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £69.99Product ID: NSMLWMS
Outer Qty: 12

NEW

NEW

no mains
required

motion 
sensor
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PLYMOUTH
solar bollard light

            RRP: £74.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

50
lumens

Product ID: PLYSBL
Outer Qty: 12

- a stunning new angular design in 

anthracite grey

- perfect for any driveway, path or 

garden with its integrated solar 

panel

- light is 40cm tall

- warm white colour

- powersaving mode

OVERVIEW

TAP LIGHT
solar garden light

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

5
lumens

-  add antique charm to a garden in 

an instant

- perfect for any flower bed, garden 

or patio

- decorative alternative to a water 

feature

- two bucket holders to add either 

own plants or flowers

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £24.99Product ID: TLSGL
Outer Qty: 10

NEW

NEW

no mains
required

no mains
required
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WINCHESTER
solar garden light

            RRP: £44.99

intelligent
powersaving

works in
winter

50
lumens

Product ID: SC2131
Outer Qty: 8

- a traditional lantern style light 

head in an elegant black finish

- perfect and straightforward way 

to add ambient lighting to any 

entranceway, driveway or garden

- stands at 58cm high, with 

automated on/off lighting at dusk 

and dawn

2w 
panel

OVERVIEW

NEW

KINGSTON
solar garden light

            RRP: £39.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

50
lumens

Product ID: SC2201
Outer Qty: 10

- stunning solar bollard light 

combines stylish warm white 

and white lighting with a striking 

modern and simplistic design

- fully integrated solar panel is fitted 

in the top

- built from high quality, 

dependable aluminum

OVERVIEW

NEW

no mains
required
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NEPTUNE
solar PIR post light

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

-  adjustable height PIR post light

- 46cm or 62cm tall

- motion sensor detects up to 5m

- black colour with curved light 

head design

- automatically detects motion at 

night and turns off automatically at 

dawn

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £19.99Product ID: SC2129
Outer Qty: 18

NEW

no mains
required

motion 
sensor

BRIGHTON
solar garden light - set of 2

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

- set of 2 stainless steel post lights

- features a patterned diffuser and 

integrated solar panel so it can be 

installed in minutes

- perfect for any pathway, 

entranceway or flower bed

 - 29.5cm tall

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £19.99Product ID: SC2129
Outer Qty: 8

NEW

no mains
required

5
lumens
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YORK
solar bollard light

Product ID: YSBL 
RRP: £49.99       
Outer Qty: 4

- state-of-the-art microwave motion sensor which detects 

360 degrees, up to 8m away and will illuminate for 20 

seconds each time motion is detected

- rated at 200 lumens and offers IP54 water ingress 

protection

- aluminium construction for longevitiy

 - 60cm tall

- anthracite grey

OVERVIEW

5 060188 642442 >

motion 
sensor

NEW

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

no mains 
required

200
lumens

3w 
panel
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ELAN
copper ball solar lights

            RRP: £19.99Product ID: SS9954
Outer Qty: 12

- 20 copper ball lanterns (4cm 

diameter) on a 10m string

- vintage warm white LEDs

- uses replaceable AA rechargeable 

batteries

- 2 lighting modes - all the bulbs 

constantly on, or all bulbs flashing

OVERVIEW

ELAN
copper pendant solar lights

- 20 copper pendant lanterns (7.5cm 

high) on a 10m string

- high grade polycrystalline solar 

panel

- 2m of cable between solar panel 

and first LED bulb

- on/off switch

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £19.99Product ID: SS9955
Outer Qty: 12

5 060188 642008 >

5 060188 642015 >

no mains
required

solar 
powered

10m

string
length

no mains
required

solar 
powered

11.5m

string
length
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ELAN
moroccan solar lights

            RRP: £19.99Product ID: SS9956
Outer Qty: 12

- 20 Moroccan lanterns (6cm high) 

on a 10m string

- 2 lighting modes - all the bulbs 

constantly on, or all bulbs flashing

- solar powered so can be put 

anywhere

- vintage warm white LEDs

OVERVIEW

ELAN
scroll lantern solar lights

- 20 scroll lanterns (5cm high) on a 

10m string

- turn on automatically at night and 

turn off automatically at dawn

- 2 lighting modes - all the bulbs 

constantly on, or all bulbs flashing

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £19.99Product ID: SS9953
Outer Qty: 12

5 060188 641995 >

5 060188 642022 >

no mains
required

solar 
powered

string
length

no mains
required

solar 
powered

11.5m

string
length

11.5m
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ELAN
solar fairy lights warm white 100

            RRP: £19.99Product ID: SS9945
Outer Qty: 24

- 100 superbright LED bulbs on a 10 

metre string

- 2m of cable between solar panel 

and first LED bulb

- 2 lighting modes - all the bulbs 

constantly on, or all bulbs flashing

- available in other string lengths 

and colour temperatures

OVERVIEW

ELAN
solar fairy lights white 100

-  natural crisp white LEDs 

- uses replaceable AA rechargeable 

batteries

- low voltage, safe to use year round 

outdoors

- fairy lights can work for up to 10 

hours a night with 2 lighting modes

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £19.99Product ID: SS9943
Outer Qty: 24

5 060188 641889 >

5 060188 641896 >

no mains
required

solar 
powered

10m

string
length

no mains
required

solar 
powered

10m

string
length
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ELAN
solar fairy lights white 200

            RRP: £29.99Product ID: SS9944
Outer Qty: 12

- 200 superbright white LED bulbs 

on a 20 metre string

- 2m of cable between solar panel 

and first LED bulb

- can be installed anywhere quickly 

and easily

- 2 lighting modes - all the bulbs 

constantly on, or all bulbs flashing

OVERVIEW

5 060188 641902 >

no mains
required

solar 
powered

20m

string
length

no mains
required

ELAN 
solar fairy lights warm white - 200 LEDs

- vintage warm white LEDs

- turn on automatically at night and 

turn off automatically at dawn

- 200 superbright LED bulbs on a 20 

metre string

- 2m of cable between solar panel 

and first LED bulb

- uses replaceable AA rechargeable 

batteries

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £29.99Product ID: SS9946
Outer Qty: 12

5 060188 641919 >

solar 
powered

20m

string
length
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LUMIFY
solar fairy lights warm white 100

            RRP: £34.99Product ID: LWW100
Outer Qty: 12

- 10 metres length and 2 metres 

back to the control pack these 100 

LED warm white solar fairy lights

- powersaving mode reduces 

brightness but doubles runtimes

- mains brightness from a portable 

product

OVERVIEW

LUMIFY
solar fairy lights warm white 300

-  2m of cable between the solar 

panel and first LED bulb

- high grade frost-resistant 

polycrystalline solar panels

- can work for 12 nights from a 

single USB charge with little help 

from the sun

- 8 lighting modes

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £69.99Product ID: LWW300
Outer Qty: 12

5 060188 641612 >

5 060188 641643 >

works in
winter

solar 
powered

12m

string
length

works in
winter

solar 
powered

32m

string
length

usb
chargeable

usb
chargeable
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LUMIFY
solar fairy lights white 100

            RRP: £34.99Product ID: LW100
Outer Qty: 12

- designed to work using solar 

power alone, but can also be 

charged by USB

- turn on automatically at night and 

turn off automatically at dawn

- 8 lighting modes including all the 

bulbs constantly on, and flashing 

modes

OVERVIEW

LUMIFY
solar fairy lights white 300

- optional powersaving™ mode 

reduces brightness but doubles 

runtimes

- simple to install with no wiring 

required

- uses high quality replaceable 

18650 lithium ion battery (supplied 

and installed)

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £69.99Product ID: LW300
Outer Qty: 12

5 060188 641636 >

works in
winter

solar 
powered

32m

string
length

works in
winter

solar 
powered

12m

string
length

usb
chargeable

usb
chargeable
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LUMIFY
solar fairy lights dualwhite 1000

Product ID: SC2142    
Outer Qty: 6 
RRP: £199.99

works in
winter

automated
lighting

- 1000 LEDs DualWhite solar fairy lights on a dark green 

string spanning 100 metres

- solar-powered and USB chargeable

- set the 1000 LEDs to light up in white, warm white or 

new stunning dual white colour 

- perfect for weddings, festivals, sporting events, camp-

sites etc.

- commercial grade solar power lights with no need for 

mains power but can also be charged via USB

- can work for 12 nights from a single USB charge with a 

little help from solar power

OVERVIEW
dualwhite

100m

string
length

usb
chargeable
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LUMIFY
solar fairy lights multicolour 100

- add fairy lighting anywhere outdoors without the need 

for mains power

- multicoloured - red, blue, green, yellow

- 8 lighting modes including all the bulbs constantly on, 

and flashing modes

- uses high quality replaceable 18650 lithium ion battery 

(supplied and installed)

- turn on automatically at night and turn off automatically 

at dawn

- 2m of cable between solar panel and first LED bulb

OVERVIEW

Product ID: LM100
Outer Qty: 12 
RRP: £34.99

5 060188 641629 >
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ELAN
solar copper wire lights - 100 LEDs

            RRP: £19.98Product ID: SC2109
Outer Qty: 40

- outdoor solar powered micro fairy 

lights

- 100 warm white micro LEDs on a 

12m cooper wire string

- steady on and flashing mode

- charges automatically by day

- illuminates automatically at dusk

- rechargeable AA battery included

OVERVIEW

ELAN
solar dandelion lights - set of 30

-  stunning set of 30 warm white 

dandelion string lights

- charges automatically by day

- illuminates automatically at dusk

- steady on and flashing modes

- rechargeable AA battery included

- 11m total length from solar panel 

to last ball

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £19.99Product ID: SC2124
Outer Qty: 24

no mains
required

solar 
powered

12m

string
length

no mains
required

solar 
powered

11m

string
length

NEW

NEW
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ELAN
solar ivy lights - set of 20

            RRP: £14.99Product ID: 21IVY20
Outer Qty: 12

- decorative fairy lights with faux 

ivy intertwined with 20 LED twinkly 

lights

- ideal for any trellis, pergola or 

entranceway

- perfect elegant wedding and 

event decor

- no cables required

OVERVIEW

ELAN 
solar mushroom lights - set of 12

-  set of 12 solar powered 

mushroom lights with warm white 

glow

- 23cm high with 20cm of cable 

between each mushroom

- additional 2m of cable between 

solar panel and first mushroom

- steady on and flashing modes

- contact your rep for special offers

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £19.99Product ID: ESML12
Outer Qty: 20

no mains
required

solar 
powered

2m

string
length

works in
winter

no mains
required

solar 
powered

23cm

23cm 
tall

NEW

NEW
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FOREST
solar mushroom lights - set of 12

            RRP: £19.99Product ID: SC2146
Outer Qty: 30

- add wonderful curiosity to any 

garden with ease

- simply place into any soft soil for 

the ultimate unusual solar light 

feature with a warm white glow

- available in a set of 12

- 23cm high with 20cm of cable 

between each mushroom

- contact your rep for special offers

OVERVIEW

LUMIFY
dualwhite usb solar fairy lights - 100 LEDs

- the latest 3 in 1 USB chargeable 

solar powered fairy lights

- set your DualWhite lights to light 

up in white, warm white or our 

stunning new dual white colour

- can work for 12 nights from a 

single USB charge with little help 

from the sun

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £39.99Product ID: LUMW100
Outer Qty: 12

works in
winter

no mains
required

solar 
powered

23cm

23cm 
tall

works in
winter

solar 
powered

12m

string
length

NEW

NEW

usb
chargeable

BEST-SELLER
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LUMIFY
dualwhite usb solar fairy lights - 300 LEDs

            RRP: £74.99Product ID: LUMW300
Outer Qty: 12

- each individual LED bulb on 

Lumify’s new DualWhite string can 

light up in white, warm white or our 

stunning new dual white colour

- optional powersaving mode 

reduces brightness but doubles 

runtimes

- 2m of cable between solar panel 

and first LED bulb

OVERVIEW

MADISON
copper wire lights -200 LEDs

-  200 warm white micro LEDs on a 

22m cooper wire string

- powerful 3 watt solar panel

- three brightness settings

- rechargeable lithium-ion battery 

included

- up to 10 hours run time

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £29.99Product ID: SC2102
Outer Qty: 12

works in
winter

solar 
powered

32m

string
length

works in
winter

solar 
powered

22m

string
length

3w 
panel

NEW

NEW

usb
chargeable
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MADISON
solar hanging wire ball

            RRP: £39.99

works in
winter

Product ID: SC2103
Outer Qty: 8

- hand-crafted 22cm diameter 50 

LED hanging wire ball light

- the wire ball comes with 3m 

of cable between the light and 

the solar panel can be staked or 

mounted in a bright spot nearby

- 50 warm white LED bulbs

- powerful 3 watt solar panel

OVERVIEW

MADISON
solar tube lights - multicolour 200 LEDs

works in
winter

- create a summer party atmosphere 

with the 200 LED multicoloured 

tube lights

- 200 multicoloured LEDs (red, 

green, yellow and blue)

- powerful 3 watt solar panel

- three difference brightness 

settings

3w 
panel

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £29.99Product ID: SC2105
Outer Qty: 12

50
leds

3w 
panel

no mains
required

3m

string
length

solar 
powered

NEW

NEW
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MADISON
solar strip lights - white 200 LEDs

            RRP: £39.99Product ID: SC2108
Outer Qty: 12

- add strip lighting to decking, 

garden furniture, sheds and 

playhouses with our adhesive 

backed 200 LED white solar strip 

lights

- 200 white LEDs

- powerful 3 watt solar panel

- adhesive backing for easy 

application

OVERVIEW

MADISON
solar tube lights - white 200 LEDs

-  exciting new Madison range 

brings superior solar panel power

- the perfect solar party lights for 

entertaining

- illuminates automatically at dusk

- 3 watt solar panel is 6 times more 

powerful than a standard decorative 

lighting solar panel

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £29.99Product ID: SC2106
Outer Qty: 12

works in
winter

3w 
panel

string
length

solar 
powered

10m

works in
winter

3w 
panel

string
length

solar 
powered

3m

NEW

NEW
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ROSALIND
indoor & outdoor USB solar powered mood light

Product ID: SC2200
Outer Qty: 2 
RRP: £79.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

- defined by its elegant finish and striking presence, 

this lampstand is made out of durable iron to with-

stand all British weather

- features sixteen beautiful colour rotations including; 

red, green, blue, light blue, pink and purple

- complete with remote control for desired effect

- static, flashing, strobe, flash and smooth settings

OVERVIEW
colour

changing

remote
control

NEW

usb
chargeable
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LANCASTER
16

0m
m

solar table lamp

Outer Qty: 8
RRP: £39.99

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

White - SC2148

- stylish on-the-go table lamp is perfect to add 
illumination to any outdoor table in your garden with 
ease bring outdoor-indoor living to life
- available in black, white or blue
- complete with usb port for quick and easy charging
- ideal for camping

OVERVIEW

no mains
required

usb
chargeable

solar 
powered

Blue - SC2149 Black - SC2150

NEW
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SHIMMER - ECLIPSE 30
solar light

            RRP: £29.99Product ID: SSMLEC30
Outer Qty: 12

- modern eclipse-effect lighting

- features sixteen beautiful colour 

rotations inluding red, green, blue, 

light blue, pink and purple

- static, flashing, strobe, flash and 

smooth settings

- complete with remote control for 

desired effect

 - 30cm in diameter

OVERVIEW

SHIMMER - HEMISPHERE
solar light

- versatile colour-changing mood 

light can be used as a feature for 

any outdoor space

- perfect for a garden table, patio 

or balcony with sixteen beautiful 

colour rotations inluding; red, 

green, blue, light blue, and pink

- other shapes and sizes are also 

available in this range

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £19.98Product ID: SSMLHS20
Outer Qty: 16

works in
winter

remote
control

colour
changing

no mains
required

works in
winter

remote
control

colour
changing

no mains
required
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SHAPELIGHTS - CUBE
indoor & outdoor usb solar powered mood light

            RRP: £44.99

works in
winter

Product ID: SLCU
Outer Qty: 2

- mood lights designed for indoor 

or outdoor use

- shapelights cycle through red, 

green, blue, green, purple, pink, 

light blue

- shapelights can be mains 

powered, USB charged or solar 

powered

OVERVIEW

SHAPELIGHTS - CYLINDER
indoor & outdoor usb solar powered mood light 

- 1.5M USB charging cable included

- can be set to stay on your 

favourite colour or bright white or 

bright warm white

- uses high quality replaceable 

18650 lithium ion battery (supplied 

and installed)

OVERVIEW

 RRP: £44.99Product ID: SLCY
Outer Qty: 2

5 060188 642336 >

usb
chargeable

colour
changing

works in
winter

usb
chargeable

colour
changing

solar 
powered

solar 
powered
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SHAPELIGHTS - MINI CUBE
indoor & outdoor usb solar powered mood light 

            RRP: £24.99Product ID: SLMCU
Outer Qty: 8

- versatile mood light is perfect 

to add an element of style to any 

outdoor or indoor living space 

- create a fun night light for a 

children’s bedroom

- usb charge can illuminate for up to 

50 hours 

- available in a larger size

OVERVIEW

SHAPELIGHTS - MINI PEBBLE
indoor & outdoor usb solar powered mood light 

- shapelights bring atmosphere to 

any indoor or outdoor space

- usb chargeable which is perfect 

if there isn’t a good solar charging 

location

- waterproofing rating of IP67 so 

they can be used outside year-

round

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £24.99Product ID: SLMPE
Outer Qty: 10

works in
winter

usb
chargeable

colour
changing

works in
winter

usb
chargeable

colour
changing

solar 
powered

solar 
powered
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SHAPELIGHTS - PEBBLE
indoor & outdoor usb solar powered mood light

            RRP: £49.99Product ID: SLPE
Outer Qty: 2

- unique pebble shaped mood light

- designed to work both indoors 

and outdoors with ease

- usb charging port

- set to your favourite colour or 

cycle between them all

OVERVIEW

SHAPELIGHTS - MINI SPHERE
indoor & outdoor usb solar powered mood light 

-  1.5M usb charging cable included

- can be set to stay on your 

favourite colour or bright white or 

bright warm white

- uses high quality replaceable 

18650 lithium ion battery (supplied 

and installed)

OVERVIEW

           RRP: £24.99Product ID: SLMSP
Outer Qty: 2

5 060188 642343 >

works in
winter

usb
chargeable

colour
changing

works in
winter

usb
chargeable

colour
changing

solar 
powered

solar 
powered

BEST-SELLER
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SHAPELIGHTS - SPHERE
indoor & outdoor usb solar powered mood light

Product ID: SLSP   
Outer Qty: 2
RRP: £44.99

works in
winter

50
lumens

- a full usb charge takes just a few hours and will pro-

vide 7 nights of illumination without any help form the 

sun

- set to gently cycle through red, green, blue, green, 

purple, pink and light blue or you can set them to stay 

on your favourite colour

- add the wow factor to solar lighting range

- designed for both indoor and outdoor use with dual 

charging options

- made from extremely tough PE plastic

OVERVIEW

colour
changing

usb
chargeable

BEST-SELLER
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SHIMMER - PEBBLE
solar glow stone mood light

            RRP: £29.99Product ID: SSGS
Outer Qty: 6

- bring a calm and tranquil 

atmosphere to any outdoor space

- sixteen beautiful colour rotations 

including; red, green, blue and 

purple, all at your fingertips via the 

included remote control

- unique pebble-shaped design

- completely wireless with hidden 

solar panel

OVERVIEW

SHIMMER - CACTUS
solar mood light

-  remote controlled for ease of use

- cycle through a range of colours 

including blue, green, red, purple, 

yellow

- static, flashing, strobe, fade and 

smooth cycle modes

- hidden solar panel for flexibility

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £29.99Product ID: SSMLC
Outer Qty: 4

5 060188 642374 >

5 060188 642374 >

works in
winter

remote
control

colour
changing

works in
winter

remote
control

colour
changing

no mains
required

no mains
required
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SHIMMER - EGG
solar mood light

            RRP: £19.99Product ID: SSMLE
Outer Qty: 8

- up to 6 hours run time

- static, flashing, strobe, fade and 

smooth cycle modes

- hidden solar panel for modern & 

discreet 

- illuminate automatically and cycle 

through a range of colours or stay 

on your favourite colour

OVERVIEW

SHIMMER - MUSHROOM
solar mood light

- comes complete with remote 

control

- minimum set up required

- fun and unique shapes for any 

outdoor space

- stands at 23cm high 

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £29.99Product ID: SSMLM
Outer Qty: 8

5 060188 642589 >

5 060188 642596 >

works in
winter

remote
control

colour
changing

works in
winter

remote
control

colour
changing

no mains
required

no mains
required
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SHIMMER - ECLIPSE 20
solar light

            RRP: £19.98Product ID: SSMLEC
Outer Qty: 24

- stand-out lighting for any outdoor 

space, without limitations

- versatile eclipse effect outdoor 

lighting

- features sixteen beautiful colour 

rotations including; red, green, 

blue, light blue, pink and purple

- size: 20cm in diameter

OVERVIEW

SHIMMER - LANTERN
solar light

- outdoor lantern with a modern 

twist

- features sixteen beautiful colour 

rotations including; red, green, 

blue, light blue, pink and purple

- complete with remote control for 

desired effect

- unique leather effect handle

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £24.98Product ID: SSMLLA
Outer Qty: 8

works in
winter

remote
control

colour
changing

no mains
required

works in
winter

remote
control

colour
changing

no mains
required
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URBAN SOLAR FLAMINGO
neon solar light

- our exciting new UrbanSolar neon lights range brings 

the convenience of solar power to a selection of 

stunning neon-effect stake lights

- total height including stake: 58.5cm

- wireless, fully automatic and completely solar-powered

- other varieties available in the range

OVERVIEW

Product ID: SC2125 
Outer Qty: 12
RRP: £14.99

Product ID: SC2125

solar 
powered

58.5cm

58.5cm 
tall

NEW

works in
winter

no mains 
required

automated
lighting

Total height including stake: 58.5cm
Staked in ground height: 46.5cm
Flamingo height: 24.5cm
Flamingo width: 12cm
Flamingo depth: 1.5cm
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SHIMMER - TABLE LIGHT
solar light

            RRP: £24.99Product ID: SSMLTL
Outer Qty: 8

- elegant table mood lighting

- charming and cosy addition to any 

outdoor space with automated on/

off lighting at dusk and dawn

- remote control included

- bring outdoor-indoor living to life

- choose from a wide range of 

colours or cycle through them all

OVERVIEW

works in
winter

remote
control

colour
changing

no mains
required

WINCHESTER
solar pillar light

            RRP: £44.99

intelligent
powersaving

Product ID: SC2132
Outer Qty: 8

- traditional lantern style with 

modern twist

- perfect for any outdoor dining 

table or patio

- stands at 24.3cm high with an 

integrated solar panel

- features intelligent power-saving 

mode for extended performance

OVERVIEW

10
lumens

2w 
panel

no mains
required

NEW
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SHED & GUTTER LIGHTS
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LUXFLOW
solar gutter light

            RRP: £19.99Product ID: LFSGFL
Outer Qty: 20

- add down lighting to guttering quickly and easily

- turns on automatically at dusk and illuminates for up to 8 hours

- clever thumbscrew mount which enables it to be installed in 

minutes

- no tools required for customers to install with ease

- contemporary design to transform your outdoor space

OVERVIEW

5 060188 642619 >

solar 
powered

works in
winter

no mains 
required

80
lumens
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LUXSHINE
solar gutter light - set of 2

- add decorative lighting to any exterior

- available to purchase as a set of 2

- contains 3 natural white LEDs

- integrated solar panel

- modern black colour

- weather resistant toughened plastic for durability

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £19.99Product ID: SO2LSSGL
Outer Qty: 24

solar 
powered

works in
winter

no mains 
required

automated
lighting
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RICHMOND
solar garden pull cord light

            RRP: £19.98

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

Product ID: SS6001
Outer Qty: 12

- ideal for hanging under gazebos, 

arbours and pergolas

- can also be used as a solar shed 

or garage light with the solar panel 

mounted outside

- clever light can be operated by 

pull cord or by remote control 

(included) up to 10m away

0.72w 
panel

OVERVIEW

10
lumens

5 060188 642336 >

BEAM 
solar shed light

            RRP: £19.99

works in
winter

Product ID: SS9962
Outer Qty: 12

- warm white solar powered light

- works during the day as well as 

night

- pull cord for easy operation

- adhesive pads included for easy 

installation

- 2 metres of cable between the 

light and panel

0.88w 
panel

OVERVIEW

50
lumens

5 060188 642053 >

no mains
required
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VORTEX
solar shed light light

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

- add lighting to a shed, garage, 

stable, or other outbuilding easily

- 3 levels of brightness giving you as 

much light as you need

- 5m cable to remote solar panel 

allowing you to get the light where 

you need it, while ensuring the solar 

panel is in a good location

3w 
panel

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £29.99Product ID: SS7626
Outer Qty: 8

5 060188 640578 >

solar 
powered
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CHRISTMAS LIGHTS
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LUMIFY - TREES
solar tree stake lights

            RRP: £75.00

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

Product ID: SC2120
Outer Qty: 20

- our latest 3 in 1 USB chargeable 

solar powered Christmas lights

- set your DualWhite lights to light 

up in white, warm white or our 

stunning new blended white colour

- sold in a pack of 3, 100 LEDs each

- add fairy lighting anywhere 

outdoors without the need for 

mains power

OVERVIEW

LUMIFY - WREATH
usb solar christmas lights

- 150 dual white LEDs

- measures 25cm x 25cm

- up to 14 days run time from a 

single USB full charge alone

- optional powersaving mode 

reduces brightness but doubles 

runtimes

- 3 different colour settings

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £59.99Product ID: SS2119
Outer Qty: 12

usb
chargeable

dualwhite
colour

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

usb
chargeable

dualwhite
colour

BEST-SELLER
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LUMIFY
solar icicle lights dualwhite - 100 leds

- stunning icicle lights incorporate 

100 Lumify DualWhite LEDs and 

span 5m

- 8hr auto-off switch timer

- up to 14 days run time from a 

single USB full charge alone

- set to warm white, white or new 

dual white colour

OVERVIEW

RRP: £45.00Product ID: SC2121
Outer Qty: 12

LUMIFY
solar icicle lights dualwhite - 300 leds

- designed to work using solar 

power alone, but can also be 

charged by USB

- can work for 12 nights from a 

single USB charge with little help 

from the sun

- 2m of cable between solar panel 

and first LED bulb

OVERVIEW

RRP: £75.00Product ID: SC2122
Outer Qty: 12

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

usb
chargeable

dualwhite
colour

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

usb
chargeable

dualwhite
colour
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LUMIFY - LARGE CONE
usb solar christmas lights 

- contains 485 state-of-the-art LEDs 

and is 90cm tall

- 4 lighting modes for each of the 

three colour temperatures

- high grade frost-resistant 

polycrystalline solar panels

- up to 8 days run time from a single 

USB full charge alone

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £199.99Product ID: SC2118
Outer Qty: 1

LUMIFY - SMALL CONE
usb solar christmas lights

- small cone light stands at 60cm 

and includes 200 LEDs

- each LED can light up in either 

white, warm white or our stunning 

new blended white colour

- 4 lighting modes for each of the 

three colour temperatures

- simple to install with no wiring 

required

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £119.99Product ID: SC2117
Outer Qty: 1

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

usb
chargeable

dualwhite
colour

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

usb
chargeable

dualwhite
colour
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LUMIFY - LARGE REINDEER
usb solar christmas lights 

- up to 5 days run time from a single 

USB full charge alone

- stunning large reindeer light 

stands at 1m with 960 LEDs

- designed to work using solar 

power alone, but can also be 

charged by USB

- optional powersaving mode 

reduces brightness

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £249.99Product ID: SC2111
Outer Qty: 1

LUMIFY - SMALL REINDEER
usb solar christmas lights

- 62cm and includes 600 Lumify 

DualWhite LEDs

- on/off switch too so you can turn 

them off whenever you want

- 4 lighting modes for each of the 

three colour temperatures

- everything you need is included 

the box

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £149.99Product ID: SC2112
Outer Qty: 4

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

usb
chargeable

dualwhite
colour

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

usb
chargeable

dualwhite
colour

BEST-SELLER
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LUMIFY - LARGE STAR
usb solar christmas lights 

- up to 5 days run time from a single 

USB full charge alone

- 4 lighting modes in each of the 

three colours making 12 modes in 

all with 900 LEDs in total

- fully automatic once they are set 

up, they will light up automatically 

at dusk and dawn

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £149.99Product ID: SC2114
Outer Qty: 4

LUMIFY - SMALL STAR
usb solar christmas lights

- up to 7 and half days run time 

from a single USB full charge alone

- 480 LEDs

- mains brightness from a portable 

product

- stands at 30cm high

- 8hr auto-off switch timer

- works in winter

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £99.99Product ID: SC2113
Outer Qty: 4

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

usb
chargeable

dualwhite
colour

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

usb
chargeable

dualwhite
colour
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LUMIFY - LARGE TREE
usb solar christmas lights 

- stands at 97cm and includes 960 

LEDs

- set your DualWhite lights to light 

up in white, warm white or our 

stunning new blended white colour

-  can work for 12 nights from a 

single USB charge with little help 

from the sun

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £249.98Product ID: SC2111
Outer Qty: 1

LUMIFY - SMALL TREE
usb solar christmas lights

- up to 8 days run time from a single 

USB full charge alone

- designed to work in the UK winter

- high grade frost-resistant 

polycrystalline solar panels

- 4 lighting modes for each of the 

three colour temperatures with 400 

LEDs

OVERVIEW

            RRP: £119.99Product ID: SC2115
Outer Qty: 4

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

usb
chargeable

dualwhite
colour

powersaving 
mode

works in
winter

usb
chargeable

dualwhite
colour
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NATIONAL STOCKISTS
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Aylett Nurseries
Burston Rose and Garden Centre
Three Willows Garden Centre
Fakenham Garden Centre LTD
Glasswells Ltd
Laurel Farm Garden Centre
Moulton Nurseries
Narey's Garden Centre
North Walsham Garden Centre
Olivers Nurseries Ltd
Perrywood Garden Centre
Peter Beales Roses Ltd
Thaxters Garden Centre
Scotts of Southend
Skylark Garden Centre
Sturmer Nurseries
The Hertfordshire Garden Centre
The Van Hage Garden Company
Thetford Garden Centre
Twentypence 2000 Ltd
Vanstone Park Garden Centre
Wydmondham Garden Centre
Area Rep - Nick Bellett  | nick@njbsalesltd.co.uk
Bosworths Garden Centre
Butters Factory Shop Garden Centre
Hildreths Garden Centre
Megaplants
Poplars Nurseries (Toddington)

East of England
Area Rep - Ian Wrettom | ianwrettom@icloud.com

West Midlands/Wales
Area Rep - Jon David | jon@summit-sales.co.uk 

Pavilion Garden Centre
Pengethley Nursery & Garden Centre LTD
Penrallt Garden Centre Limited
St Peters Garden Centre
Wigley DIY Ltd
Yarnton Nurseries LLP
Alver Valley Garden Centre
Mappleborough Garden Centre
Cosheston Garden Centre
Fosseway Garden Centre 
Gardiner Haskins Homecentre
Highfield Garden Centres Ltd 
Hollybush Nurseries Ltd
Honeyborough Garden Centre
Lealan Garden Centre

Dewaldens Garden Centre
Glendoick Garden Centre
Highland Liliums Garden Centre
New Hopetun Gardens
J L Goulding & Son
Kellockbank Limited
Pearsons of Duns
Torwood Garden Centre Ltd

Scotland
Area Rep - Barry Scott | baccmarketing@yahoo.co.uk

E & B R Noyce Ltd
HomeLeigh Garden Centre Ltd
Otter Nurseries Ltd
West Somerset Garden Centre Ltd
Stewarts Garden Centre Abbey View
Stewarts Garden Centre Broomhill
Stewarts Garden Centre Christchurch

South West of England
Area Reps - Sue Holden  | suewestcountry@gmail.com
Sarah Smith | sarawestcountry@gmail.com

Ashton Hall Garden Centre
Barton Grange Garden Centre
Bradley Fold Garden Centre
Carr Farm Garden Centre
Gordon Riggs Garden Centre
Heaton Fold Garden Centre
Oakhurst Garden Centre
Plumleys Plant and Garden Centre Ltd
Riley's Garden Centre
Salterforth Garden Centre
Shackletons Garden Centre Limited
Summerseat Garden Centre

North West
Area Reps - George Cubrilo | g.cubrilo@summitsales.co.uk
Alex Cubrilo | alex.cubrilo@summitsales.co.uk

Alliance

Guernsey/Jersey
Area Rep - Jill Thomas | jill@jillthomasagencies.co.uk

Hampsons Plantworld
Langlands Garden Centre Leeds
Langlands Garden Centre Sheffield
Spring Green Nurseries Ltd
Tong Garden Centre 
Vertigrow Plant Nursery

North East
Area Rep - Paul Hughes | paul.pdhsales@gmail.com

Creative Gardens - Bushmills
Creative Gardens - Donaghadee
Creative Gardens - Galgorm Castle
Creative Gardens - Logwood
Dwyers
Europarts Motor Factors
Alliance

Ireland
Area Rep - Peter McAlister | sales@mcalistermarketing.com

Aylings Garden Centre
Haslemere Garden Centre
Knights Garden Centre
Brookside Garden Centre
Blackbrooks Garden Centre

South East
Area Reps - James Worby | james@jamesworbyagencies.co.uk
Ollie Bedborough | ollie@jamesworbyagencies.co.uk 
Kevin Goodchild | kevin@jamesworbyagencies.co.uk 
Sam Bear | sam@jamesworbyagencies.co.uk 

Midlands
Area Rep - Nathan Fletcher | fletcheragencies@gmail.com

Smith’s Garden Centre
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The Solar Centre Lts
44-46 Coldharbour Lane
Harpenden
Hertforshire
AL4 5UN

Tel: 01582 363238
Email: trade@thesolarcentre.co.uk


